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Standard metrics for multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) games like League of Legends (LoL) are very 
simple: kills, deaths, and the like. At Vantage Sports, we use a proprietary method to generate unique metrics 
that are more useful for professional players. These metrics are then calculated for hundreds of thousands of 
amateur player games, and the results used to determine which ones most contribute to winning. Some of the 
most important ones are worthless deaths and smart kills, which refine the standard metrics based on whether 
the team overall benefited from the activity. A new player rating model described here correlates strongly with 
winning even though it is essentially based on just one individual's contribution to a five-on-five game.
Some Components of the Vantage Player Rating for League of Legends:
Ward Revelations, Vision, Heat Map, Time Management, Team Comp, Combos
Correlations between Vantage Player Rating and Team Win Probability
